Photon absorptiometry of soft tissue and fluid content: the method and its precision and accuracy.
Dichromatic absorptiometry (DA) is a new, non-invasive method for determining soft tissue (STC) and fluid content (FC), and their changes. The technique uses linear transmission scans made across the limbs with a congruent 125I and 241Am dual-photon source and a NaI(TI)--PMT detector. Patient measurements could be made at the bedside with the mobile system. Factors affecting the precision and accuracy were evaluated theoretically and experimentally. Repositioning and subject motion were the greatest sources of variation and limited the precision to 2--3% in normals and 3--7% in patients; instrumental variation was 0.5%. The accuracy was 4% for typical (p10%) fluid changes observed in vivo. The ease, simplicity and small errors of the technique suggest its utility in monitoring the time course and degree of fluid changes in patients.